Surpassing the world record in athletic performance requires extensive use of kinematic and dynamic motion analyses to develop novel body usage skills and training methods. Performance beyond the current world record has not been realized or measured; therefore, we need to generate it with dynamics consistency using forward dynamics simulation, although it is technologically difficult because of the complexity of the human structure and its dynamics. This research develops a multilayered kinodynamics simulation that uses a detailed digital human model and a simple motion-representation model to generate the detailed sprinting performances of individuals with lower extremity amputations (ILEAs) aided by carbon-fiber running-specific prostheses (RSPs), which have complex interactions with humans. First, we developed a digital human model of an ILEA using an RSP. We analyzed ILEA sprinting based on experimental motion measurements and kinematics/dynamics computations. We modeled the RSP-aided ILEA sprinting using a simple spring-loaded inverted pendulum model, comprising a linear massless spring, damper, and mass, and we identified the relevant parameters from experimentally measured motion data. Finally, we modified the sprint motion by varying the parameters corresponding to the RSP characteristics. Here, the forward dynamics have been utilized to simulate detailed whole-body sprinting with different RSP types (including simulated RSPs not worn by the subject). Our simulations show good correspondence with the experimentally measured data and further indicate that the sprint time can be improved by reducing the RSP viscosity and increasing stiffness. These simulation results are validated by the experimentally measured motion modifications obtained with different types of RSPs. These results show that the multilayered kinodynamics simulation using the detailed digital human model and the simple motion-representation model has the capacity to generate complex phenomena such as RSP-aided ILEA sprinting that contains complex interactions between the human and the RSP. This simulation technique can be applied to RSP design optimization for ILEA sprinting.
Introduction
We have measured the kinetic and physiological aspects of human performance using an optical motion capture system, force plate, etc., and applied kinematics and dynamics analyses to compute the joint angles and torques and estimate muscle activities, in the fields of biomechanics and sports science. This method has realized excellent athletic performances and clarified injury mechanisms, although it cannot analyze the performances that have not been realized, for instance, a performance that surpasses the current world record. We usually generate the motions of robots, for instance, a grounded manipulator with dynamic consistency, by (1) joint angle or task-based motion generation and (2) forward dynamics simulation. However, applying this Open Access *Correspondence: a.murai@aist.go.jp Digital Human Research Group, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), 2-3-26, Aomi, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0064, Japan technique to human whole-body motion generation is considerably difficult, because (1) humans have many more degrees of freedom and a much more complicated structure compared to robots, and (2) humans are floating systems; therefore, we need to estimate the contact forces that can easily become unstable, especially during dynamic motions such as sprinting [1] [2] [3] [4] . This research solves these problems by developing a multilayered kinodynamics simulation that uses a detailed digital human model and a simple motion-representation model, which parametrically represents human motion mechanisms. Here, kinodynamics represents the discipline that tries to solve kinematic constraints and dynamic constraints simultaneously, as defined in [5] . In this study, we analyzed and modelled the sprinting performances of individuals with lower extremity amputations (ILEAs), aided by carbon-fiber running-specific prostheses (RSPs), which entail complex interactions between humans and RSPs that form the kinematic and dynamic constraints, to improve the RSP-aided ILEA sprinting performance.
Carbon-fiber RSPs have enabled ILEAs to realize hitherto unachieved degrees of high-level sprinting [6] . While the running mechanics in able-bodied sprinters and ILEAs have been previously examined, these researches were mainly limited to biomechanical studies [7, 8] . Further, many studies have investigated the RSP behavior and performance during sprinting through rigid-body dynamics [9] and finite element analysis [10] , but the relationship between the RSP characteristics and sprint performance remains unclear. In particular, RSP-aided ILEA sprinting involves humans and RSPs, as well as the kinematic and dynamic interactions between them, and its kinematics and dynamics analyses are technically complex compared with those of general rigid body systems that are often analyzed in the robotics field. We generated the RSP-aided ILEA sprinting motion, which contains the complex interactions between humans and RSPs, by developing a multilayered kinodynamics simulation, which uses a detailed digital human model and a simple motion-representation model that parametrically represents human motion mechanisms.
Digital human models have been developed to study body kinematics and perform dynamics analyses. These models have been developed based on the knowledge of human anatomy, and they can estimate and analyze human motion through kinematics and dynamics computations [11] [12] [13] [14] . We extended the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model for the simple motionrepresentation model that parametrically represents human motion mechanisms. The sprinting motion is often simplified using the SLIP model, which models the entire human body as a spring-mass model and describes the spring-like leg movement during sprinting [15] . We applied a unilateral SLIP model with a spring, damper, and mass, similar to the one used in [16] , to model the RSP-aided ILEA sprinting motion. Figure 1 shows the concept of multilayered kinodynamics simulation. This simulation consists of (A) simplification of sprint motion by using the SLIP model comprising a spring, damper, and mass, and identification of the relevant parameters from experimentally measured motion, (B) modification of the sprint motion by varying the SLIP model parameters and simulation of its forward dynamics, and (C) reconstruction of the detailed whole-body sprint motion from the simulated SLIP model motion. Our approach realizes the simulation of the detailed whole-body sprinting of the specific subject using different RSP types and properties (including simulated RSPs not worn by the subject). We evaluated our simulation results by comparing them with the experimentally measured motion, and both result sets showed good correspondence. This modeling and simulation technique can contribute to the quantitative evaluation and design of RSPs to realize higher levels of RSP-aided 'ILEA sprinting' performances.
Methods
We first modified our anatomographic digital human model [11] by adjusting the surface shape and skeleton, so that the model represented the kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the ILEAs using the RSPs. The ablebodied individual and ILEA models consisted of 18 and 23 bones, respectively. Each bone was represented as a rigid-body linkage with inertial parameters, and the bones were connected to each other via spherical joints. Figure 2 shows the digital human model of an able-bodied individual and an ILEA with unilateral transfemoral amputation wearing an RSP (Sprinter 1E90, Ottobock, Duderstadt, Germany, and Xtreme, Ossur, Reykjavik, Iceland) with a prosthetic knee joint (3S80, hydraulic singleaxis knee joint, Ottobock, Duderstadt, Germany) (male, height 1.68E+00 m and weight 7.01E+01 kg for an ablebodied individual and 6.65E+01 kg for the ILEA).
Next, ILEA sprinting with the unilateral transfemoral amputation was captured by means of a commercial marker-based optical motion capture system with 20 cameras (VICON, Oxford, England) operating at a frame rate of 200 Hz. The subject wore two types of RSPs (Sprinter 1E90 and Xtreme) with the prosthetic knee joint (3S80). The subject was free from any injuries at the time of data collection, and our study protocol was approved by the local institutional review board and conformed to the guidelines outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki (1983). The subject wore 57 markers, whose locations were determined based on an improved version of the Helen Hayes Hospital marker set. Further, 20 additional markers were attached to each RSP to capture the detailed RSP deformation. The positions of the markers are indicated in Fig. 2 by means of white spheres. We also recorded the contact force between the ILEA and the floor using seven force plates (AMTI, MA, USA), each of which measured the six-axis contact force and momentum at a rate of 2 kHz. The inverse kinematics was computed with DhaibaWorks [17] , and the inverse dynamics was solved with OpenSim [12] . The multilayered kinodynamics simulation for motion modification consisted of the following three steps (Fig. 1). (A) Simplification of sprint motion using the SLIP model and identification of relevant parameters
The sprinting was analyzed with simplified models to extract the kinematic and dynamic characteristics to realize stable dynamic simulations. The SLIP model, which represents the entire human body as a springmass model, has been previously applied to describe the spring-like leg movement during locomotion and sprinting [15] . In this study, we applied the unilateral 'springdamper-mass SLIP model' to represent RSP-aided ILEA sprinting (Fig. 3) . Here, the whole body was modeled as a mass supported by a spring and damper connected in parallel. Next, we identified the relevant parameters of this model using experimentally measured motion data. The natural length of the leg ( L leg,0 ) and the spring and damper parameters ( K leg and D leg , respectively) were identified for the intact limb and the RSP, respectively, by mathematical optimization. This optimization minimized the error between the spring and damper forces and measured the contact force between the ground and the intact limb or the RSP, as given in the following equation:
(1) where F leg is the measured contact force, L leg is the measured length of the leg, and L leg is its velocity. We also computed the height ( H 0 ) of the center of mass (COM) and the contact angle ( θ 0 ) at forefoot strike for each case from the experimental data.
(B) Modification and simulation of the forward dynamics of RSP-aided ILEA sprinting
The kinematic and dynamic characteristics of an RSP can be modified by changing its shape and material. We varied the SLIP model parameters that correspond to the RSP characteristics, ( K leg and D leg ). Here, we remark that RSP-aided ILEA sprinting is the result of complex interactions between the human controller and the RSP characteristics. The identified parameters in "Results and discussion" (Table 1) indicate that all the parameters, except the RSP characteristics ( K leg and D leg of the prosthesis), yield similar values during sprinting with different RSPs. Therefore, we assumed that this specific subject utilizes the same control strategy for all RSPs, and only the parameters corresponding to the RSP characteristics change when the individual wears a different type of RSP. We simulated ILEA sprinting using different types of RSPs by modifying K leg and D leg of the prosthesis and computed the forward dynamics. Here, we computed COM acceleration ( A COM (t) ) in the following process. 
where state represents the phase of sprinting and m represents the total mass of the body. K leg and D leg change depending on whether the intact or the prosthetic leg is in contact with the ground. The time integration of A COM (t) computes the trajectory of COM and COP in this forward dynamics simulation.
(C) Reconstruction of detailed whole-body motion from the simulated SLIP model motion
We reconstructed the detailed whole-body motion from the simulated simple SLIP model motion for detailed kinematics and dynamics analyses and visualization. The trajectories of all 77 markers, which were experimentally measured, were represented using the quadratic form of the SLIP model status. The parameters of this mapping function from the SLIP model status to the trajectories of all 77 markers were optimized by minimizing the following function:
where P mar is the measured marker position, i is the marker ID, j ∈ (x, y, z) , and M is the quadratic form of the COM position ( P COM ) and the position of the center of pressure (COP) ( P COP ), as given in the following function:
We optimized the parameters α and β to minimize the evaluation function E m . The trajectories of the 77 markers were reconstructed from the SLIP model motion in the forward dynamics simulation, the abovementioned parameters, and the kinematics constraints arising from the COP position using this M(P COM,j , P COP,j ) . This step
M(P COM,j (t), P COP,j (t)) = (α(P COM,j (t) − P COP,j (t)) + β) 2 . significantly contributes to the detailed kinematics and dynamics analyses. The whole-body joint angles were estimated using the inverse kinematics computation performed using these marker trajectories and the detailed digital human model. The whole-body joint torques were estimated using the inverse dynamics computation performed using these joint angles and the contact forces that were estimated in step (B) using the SLIP model.
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Results and discussion
We can observe the following points from the experimental results:
1. Figure 4 shows the analyzed motion of RSP-aided ILEA sprinting (Sprinter 1E90). Our model simulates the COM trajectories with an average error of 1.94E+01 mm during the stance phase of sprinting.
The kinematics and dynamics of the digital human model compute both the human joint torque and bending torque of the RSP during sprinting using its shape and the external force acting upon it. Figure 5 illustrates the bending moment at each point of the RSPs. With regard to step (A) in "Introduction", Table 1 lists the parameters identified from the stance phases of the Sprinter 1E90 and Xtreme RSPs and the intact leg. The values of the prosthetic parameters K leg and D leg exhibit apparent differences, which correspond to the RSP characteristics, although the other parameters yield similar values. 2. Our model identifies these parameters with average errors of 1.04E+01 ± 6.50 E+00% and 1.83E+01 ± 1.40E+01% (average ± SD) in the contact forces for Sprinter 1E90 and Xtreme, respectively. In step (B), the COM trajectories during the RSP-aided ILEA sprinting (Sprinter 1E90) was simulated (Fig. 4) . Our model simulated the COM trajectories with error of 1.94E+01 ± 5.08E+00 mm (average ± SD) during the stance phase of sprinting. In step (C), we reconstructed the whole-body 77-marker positions through steps (A to C) without changing the SLIP model parameters. Our method reconstructed the marker positions with an error of 4.32E+00 ± 1.76E+00 mm (average ± SD), whose maximum errors ranged from 2.20E+00 mm on the marker of the right tragus to 3.02E+01 mm on the marker of the top of the RSP during the stance phase of sprinting. 3. Figure 6 shows the detailed whole-body motion and COM trajectories of ILEA sprinting with different RSP types and properties. Figure 7 shows the hip joint torques at the sides of the RSP during the stance phase of ILEA sprinting with different RSP types and properties, which are the results of the kinematics and dynamics analyses of the detailed wholebody motion. Figure 8 shows the 100-m sprint time obtained with different types of RSPs.
These results have three implications:
1. The appropriate digital human model, motion measurements, and kinematics and dynamics computations aid in realizing dynamics analysis. Figure 5 represents the bending moment at each point of the RSPs during ILEA sprinting. The radii of these curvatures fit well with the values listed in [18] . The SLIP model with the spring, damper, and mass suitably represent the kinematics and dynamic characteristics of the experimentally measured ILEA sprinting using an RSP for both the intact limb and the RSP. 2. The forward dynamics simulation with the simple SLIP model realizes the kinematics and dynamics analyses of the motions that were not performed by the subject. Figure 6 shows the COM trajectories of ILEA sprinting with different properties of the RSPs. The RSPs with stiffness values of 75 and 125% were not worn by the subject during the measurements; they were simulated. The simulation results show that both types of RSPs exhibit similar patterns: the subject moves upward when K leg increases and downward when K leg decreases. Figure 7 shows the hip joint torques at the sides of the RSPs during the stance phase of the RSP-aided ILEA sprinting with different RSP types and properties, which were the result of the detailed whole-body kinematics and dynamics analyses. The RSPs with stiffness values of 75 and 125% were not worn by the subject during the measurements; they were simulated. The simulation results show that both types of RSPs exhibit similar patterns: the required hip joint torque increases when the RSP stiffness ( K leg ) increases. Here, we note that the relationship between the RSP stiffness and the required hip joint torque is not a simple linear relationship. The complex relationships in the temporal and amplitude directions appear because of the kinematic and dynamic interactions between humans and the RSPs. The multilayered kinodynamics simulation using the detailed digital human model and simple motion-representation model represents these complex interactions and realizes the non-linear complex relationship between the RSP stiffness and the hip joint torque that is necessary for sprinting using the same control strategy. 3. From Fig. 8 , we note that the 100-m sprint time is significantly improved with decrease in D leg , and the model falls down ( P COM,y (t) becomes 0) when D leg increases drastically. An increase in K leg also contributes to slightly reducing the sprint time. The sprint time was 8.53E+00 s when K leg = 1.69E+04 N/m, D leg = 8.77E+00 Ns/m (Sprinter 1E90), and 9.33E+00 s (9.38E+00% slower) when K leg = 2.04E+04 N/m, D leg = 9.23E+01 Ns/m (Xtreme). The experimentally measured sprint speeds were 7.11E+00 m/s and 6.60E+00 m/s (7.73E+00% slower) for Sprinter 1E90 and Xtreme, respectively.
Here, we first note that the simulated 100-m sprint times were relatively short because of the limitations in our model. One limitation was that a fatigue model was not considered in these simulations. In addition, there were certain dynamic and physical limitations; for instance, the friction parameter and maximum muscle tension have not yet been implemented in our SLIP model. Regardless of the above limitations, our results indicate that the forward dynamics simulation with the simple SLIP model agrees satisfactorily with the measured data at the point that the ratio between the simulated 100-m sprint times using RSPs whose K leg and D leg correspond to Sprinter 1E90 and Xtreme is close to the ratio between the measured sprint speeds using the corresponding RSPs. The simulation results indicate that an increase in K leg improves the sprint time; therefore, this principle can be applied to RSP design to improve the ILEA sprinting performance. These results, however, are limited to one ILEA sprinter with unilateral transfemoral amputation and using several types of RSPs. Further, we have also assumed that the subject adopts the same control strategy when using different types of RSPs.
Conclusion
In conclusion, our multilayered kinodynamics simulation realized stable forward dynamics simulation of ILEA sprinting with an RSP on a specific subject, and estimated the detailed kinematic and dynamic characteristics of this complex phenomena. We believe that our approach can contribute to simulating performances that surpass human performances, and particularly contribute to the optimization of RSP design for ILEA sprinting. 
